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Abstract: Parallel with Rome becoming a European diplomatic centre, through the fifteenth
and sixteenth centuries, European princes and Italian nobles sought to place their sons and the
relatives of their advisors in the cardinalate in order to place a permanent representative at the
papal court, gain prestige, and access ecclesiastical wealth. In a significant number of cases
these men were below the canonical age of thirty, which popularly linked the practice to papal
nepotism and prompted criticism of underage clergy as a persistent institutional abuse in need
of eradication. This study investigates the geographic and familial origin of underage cardinals
elevated to the College between 1420 and 1605. The evidence shows that initially papal kin
comprised the majority of underage cardinals, but that after 1470 European royal and Italian
noble families far outstripped papal kin in providing underage cardinals to the College. This
practice was adopted broadly for its pragmatic value, even though it remained a target of
criticism through the age of Tridentine reform.
Keywords: College of Cardinals, age, reform, papacy, nepotism

O

ne of the consistent themes that follow the study of the early modern Catholic
Church is the involvement of noble families and the treatment of ecclesiastical
offices as “property.”1 Concomitant with the papal court in Rome positioning
itself as a European diplomatic centre, there was a renewed interest on the part of
noble families across Europe in elite ecclesiastical offices.2 As the College of Cardinals grew
through the late 1400s, so too did efforts by European princes and Italian nobles to place their
sons and the relatives of their advisors in the cardinalate. Joining the College would secure a
permanent place at the diplomatic table, surveillance of papal affairs, and access to
ecclesiastical wealth through offices. Frequently this issue is combined with discussions of
nepotism within the College of Cardinals, and traditionally historians identify papal nephews as
the chief culprits. Yet, there was also concern about underage clergy attaining the penultimate
place of authority through political or other kin connections. Throughout the early modern
Barbara McClung Hallman popularized this term as a pragmatic way to consider benefices as monetized and
transferable assets; B. McClung Hallman, Italian Cardinals, Reform, and the Church as Property, 1492-1563 (Berkeley,
CA, 1985).
2 Miles Pattenden has explored the pattern of Spanish ambassadors becoming cardinals in the late sixteenth
century; M. Pattenden, “From Ambassador to Cardinal? Francisco de Vargas at the papal court (1559-63)”, in
Embajadores culturales. Transferencias y lealtades de la diplomacia española de la Edad Moderna, ed. D. Carrió-Invernizzi
(Madrid, 2016), 139-56. See also C. Fletcher, Diplomacy in Renaissance Rome: The Rise of the Resident Ambassador
(Cambridge, 2015); C. Shaw, “The Papal Court as a Center of Diplomacy from the Peace of Lodi to the Council
of Trent”, in La Papauté à la Renaissance, eds. F. Alazard and F. la Brasca (Paris, 2007), 621-39.
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period tension persisted between a desire to place young and loyal men in positions, where
they could advance their state and family prospects over many decades, and a desire to put
only older men of wisdom and experience in ecclesiastical leadership roles. This study
investigates the origin of underage cardinals who joined the College between 1420 and 1605 at
the height of collegiate expansion, calls for institutional reform, and European involvement in
Italian politics.
The recent increase in research on the papal court and its elite members, both clerical
and lay, has encouraged historians to shine a light on the practices previously collected under
the rubric of “abuses” and examine them in new structural and pragmatic ways.3 This has
broadened our understanding of how the governors of the Catholic Church—popes, cardinals,
and bishops—adopted strategies used by lay rulers in order to mediate and minimize the
influence of European princes. Nevertheless, the adoption of some strategies encouraged a
vision of the papacy transformed from a House of God into a patriarchal casa that placed its
elite member’s personal success before all else.4 Through the early modern period the papacy
appeared to some elite observers to be more royal or noble than spiritual in its leadership
model, especially in the way that some popes appeared to construct ecclesiastical dynasties by
elevating adolescent relatives to the College of Cardinals in order to secure their family’s longterm influence and access to important offices and wealth.
However, the pope was not alone in employing this strategy, for its pragmatic
attraction was clear to both Italian and other European princes alike. This study examines the
patterns of elevation of underage men to the College of Cardinals in order to reveal how farreaching this abuse was, the motivators and the origin of these underage cardinals, and
whether the trend receded in the period after the Council of Trent (1545-63), when articulated
strategies for institutional reform became more widespread. Notably, an examination of the
cardinalatial elevations from 1420 to 1605 reveals that underage cardinals were only a small
segment of the College, and also that their nominations were equally likely to come from a
European prince or Italian noble than to originate in the pope’s family. While papal nepotism
continued into the seventeenth century, it produced underage cardinals at a far slower rate than
did Italian and European states collectively. The efforts of Sforza Milan and Gonzaga Mantua
reveal the continuing importance that the Italian nobility placed on the cardinalate as an
indicator of status and a conduit to resources. In a period of cultural and political
transformation, as the Italian Wars (1494-1559) were, the strategies followed by the Italian
nobility were similar to those of other European royal and noble families who lobbied for their
J. M. DeSilva, “Articulating Work and Family: Lay Papal Relatives in the Papal States, 1420–1549”, Renaissance
Quarterly, 69 (2016), 1-39; K. Salonen & J. Hanska, Entering a Clerical Career at the Roman Curia 1458-1471 (Farnham,
2013), 114-22; M. Pellegrini, Il Papato nel Rinascimento (Bologna, 2010); Court and Politics in Papal Rome, 1492-1700,
eds. G. Signorotto and M. A. Visceglia (Cambridge, 2002); A. Menniti Ippolito, Il tramonto della Curia nepotista: Papi,
nipoti e burocrazia curiale tra XV e XVII secolo (Rome, 1999); S. Carocci, Il nepotismo nel medioevo. Papi, cardinali e famiglie
nobili (Rome, 1999).
4 Marco Pellegrini has called the leader of this phase of papal history “il pontefice-patriarca”; Pellegrini, Il Papato,
73-76. See also, M. Pellegrini, “Corte di Roma e aristocrazie italiane in età moderna: Per una lettura storico-sociale
della curia romana”, Rivista di storia e letteratura religiosa, 30 (1994), 543-602; W. Reinhard, “Papal Power and Family
Strategy in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries”, in Princes, Patronage and the Nobility: The Court at the Beginning of
the Modern Age c. 1450–1650, ed. R. Asch and A. M. Burke (Oxford, 1991), 329-358; P. Prodi, Il soverano pontefice.
Un corpo e due anime: la monarchia papale nella prima età moderna (Bologna, 1982); W. Reinhard, “Nepotismus: Der
Funktionswandel einer papstgeschichtlichen Konstanten”, Zeitschrift für Kirchengeschichte, 86 (1975), 145-185.
3
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sons’, brothers’, and nephews’ admission to the College of Cardinals.
Although the Council of Trent confirmed the canonical age for holding both the
cardinalate and the episcopate to be 30, there were still exceptions who were elevated
throughout the sixteenth century. 5 As with some other Catholic clerical abuses, scholarly
discussion has restricted itself to repeating the broad-based criticism leveled by early modern
critics of the Church and a few examples of high profile underage clergy. 6 Just as early
moderns admitted the presence of underage cardinals, modern historians have asserted the
continuation of this abuse without exploring its full character. The result of this blanket
repetition is that the demographics of the College of Cardinals remain unclear, as does the
environment and culture that prompted the acknowledged continuation of this abuse well after
the closure of the reform-minded Council of Trent.
By investigating the pattern of cardinal elevations from 1420 to 1605, a period that
embraces the return of the papacy to Rome following the end of the Schism and the beginning
of the implementation of Tridentine decrees in Europe, the pressures brought to bear on the
popes become more clear. As the pontiff remained the sole individual empowered to admit
men to the cardinalate, he acted as a magnet for individuals who wished to acquire elite office,
prestige, and wealth, and constantly fielded requests for cardinal hats from both Italian and
other European secular rulers.7 In part due to strategy and also in moments of crisis the pope
acceded to these requests inviting men from a variety of backgrounds and age groups to join
the College of Cardinals.8 A better understanding of who entered the College from 1420 to
1605, a period of consistent collegiate growth and criticism, will reveal the precise extent of the
underage cardinal population. At the same time historians can draw connections between
individual underage cardinals and the patrons that proposed their nomination and exerted the
pressure needed to facilitate each man’s elevation. Although the pope alone held the power to
admit cardinals, using this power allowed him to protect the Papal State politically, balance the
influence of European princes, and establish a communication network that spread from
Rome across the continent.
Models of Maturity: Isidore of Seville and the College of Cardinals
Comparatively few men who joined the cardinalate between 1420 and 1605 conformed to the
Since the eleventh century, Church Councils had repeated minimum age standards for ordination to
ecclesiastical office. The Council of Rouen (1074) stated that subdeacons be at least 20 years old, deacons be at
least 25 years old, and priests be at least 30 years old. Ed. J. D. Mansi, Sacrorum conciliorum nova et amplissima collectio
(Graz, 1960), vol. 19, col. 915, vol. 20, col. 723, as cited by M. C. Miller, The Formation of a Medieval Church.
Ecclesiastical Change in Verona, 950-1150 (Ithaca, NY, 1993), 51. The Catholic Encyclopedia references Session 24’s
reform bull as the document reaffirming the canonical age for the cardinalate; P. M. J. Rock, “Canonical Age,” The
Catholic Encyclopedia, vol. 1 (New York, 1907), <http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/01206c.htm> [accessed 23
January 2016]
6 Popular examples of high-profile underage cardinals include Albrecht von Hohenzollern, Giovanni de’ Medici
(the future Pope Leo X), and the Infante Alfonso of Portugal.
7 J. A. F. Thomson, Popes and Princes 1417-1517: Politics and Polity in the Late Medieval Church (London, 1980), 65.
8 The financial exigency experienced by Pope Clement VII during the Imperial sack of Rome in 1527 is a good
example; B. McClung Hallman, “The ‘Disastrous’ Pontificate of Clement VII: Disastrous for Giulio de’ Medici?”,
in The Pontificate of Clement VII: History, Politics, Culture, eds. K. Gouwens and S. E. Reiss (Aldershot, 2005), 29-40
(30-1).
5
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stereotype of the underage papal nephew. Nevertheless, the presence of those few individuals
demands contextualization and comparison against contemporary models of maturity. How
did early moderns envision maturity? At what age did it occur? How did the ideal virtues
attached to clergy accord with those models? To understand the reception of underage
cardinals one must first consider what behaviours early moderns expected at different life
stages.
Throughout the medieval and early modern periods, Isidore of Seville’s articulation of
the stages of life remained popular. Between 1470 and 1529 ten printed editions of Isidore’s
Etymologiae Origines (615-early 630s) appeared to complement the large number of manuscript
copies still in circulation.9 Influenced by Augustine of Hippo, Isidore’s model included six
stages that mirrored the divine creation of the universe and the ages of the world.10 These
stages are best defined by the acquisition and eventual loss of intellectual and physical capacity,
which has made Isidore’s model helpful to scholars investigating how premoderns
conceptualized age and ability. The first stage that Isidore described is Infancy (infantia), which
stretched from birth to 7 years of age. Infants were characterized by their inability to think
rationally and physically care for themselves. The second stage is Childhood (pueritia), which
began at 7 and ended at 14 years of age, when puberty was generally achieved. The third stage
is Adolescence (adolescentia), which began at 14 and continued to 28 years of age. Isidore
identified this stage as a period of concupiscence prompted by the entrance into physical
maturity. The fourth stage described is Youth (iuventus), which began at 28 and ended at 50
years of age. The fifth stage is Maturity (aetas senioris or gravitas), which began at 50 and
continued to the age of 70. The sixth and last stage that Isidore described was Old Age
(senectus), which began at 70 and continued until death.11
The popularity of Isidore’s model and the fact that these stages run parallel with the
premodern canonical age and parameters for holding elite ecclesiastical office make it useful
for understanding further how contemporaries formulated concerns about age. 12 In a
reforming decree of 1547 the Tridentine Fathers offered a blanket declaration that reasserted
the minimum expectation for prelates as defined by the Third Lateran Council (1179): “No
one is to be accepted for the administration of cathedral churches unless he is of legitimate
birth, of mature age, and endowed with sound moral character and education”.13 Later the
Council of Trent confirmed 30 years to be the canonical age for admission to both the
episcopate and the cardinalate. Theoretically, this decree preserved those offices for individuals
who were definitively past Adolescence (14-28 years) and hopefully out of danger from the
G. R. J. Fletcher, “St. Isidore of Seville and his Book on Medicine”, Proceedings of the Royal Society of Medicine, 12
(1919), 70-95 (74).
10 I. Taddei, “Puerizia, adolescenza and giovinezza: Images and Conceptions of Youth in Florentine Society During
the Renaissance”, in The Premodern Teenager: Youth in Society 1150-1650, ed. K. Eisenbichler (Toronto, 2002), 15-26
(19).
11 Taddei, “Puerizia, adolescenza and giovinezza”, 16-20; Isidore of Seville, “On the ages of human beings (De
aetatibus hominum)”, in The Etymologies of Isidore of Seville, trans. S. A. Barney, W. J. Lewis, J. A. Beach, O. Berghof
(Cambridge, 2006), XI, ii.
12 Shulamith Shahar offers a discussion of other thresholds of old age in S. Shahar, “Old Age in the high and late
Middle Ages: Image, Expectation and Status”, in Old Age from Antiquity to Post-Modernity, eds. P. Johnson and P.
Thane (London, 1998), 43-63.
13 Decrees of the Ecumenical Council, ed. N. P. Tanner (London and Washington, DC, 1990), Council of Trent,
Session 7, “On reform” (3 March 1547), 2:687.
9
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lustful character of that life stage. The popular fifteenth-century preacher Bernardino da Siena
declared that adolescents were incapable of rational behavior since they were preoccupied by
their growing sexual awareness, while Girolamo Savonarola founded confraternities for
adolescents in order to reinforce virtuous models and keep them under adult supervision at an
unpredictable time of life. 14 Humanist authors Leon Battista Alberti and Matteo Palmieri
characterized adolescents as changeable, crisis-ridden, immature, and dependent on the
counsel and supervision of elders.15 Notably few authors followed Aegidius Romanus (c.12471316) and advocated the possibility of transcending one’s age in order to “act against the
tendency” and characteristics of one’s age.16
Thus, having left Adolescence behind, Youth, between the ages of 28 and 50, would
have been fully physically formed, emotionally balanced, and approaching the height of their
intellectual capacity. They would also have already set out on their chosen career path, perhaps
taken minor orders or monastic vows, and possibly completed university education. Since it
was prohibited to consecrate a cleric who was without access to a benefice, by 28 years of age a
cleric held at least one office and source of income.17 Individuals who aspired to the episcopate
or cardinalate may have assembled a larger portfolio of offices and benefices, which would
have brought them further income, experience, and network connections. In acquiring and
fulfilling offices these men gained practical experience that allowed them to move up the
hierarchy through a series of offices with increasing responsibilities. Based on their greater age,
skill, and network, it is no stretch to expect that Youths – that is men between the ages of 28
and 50 – would be more likely than Adolescents to achieve high ecclesiastical office. Thus, it
appears that the canonical age of 30 parallels the practical reality of building a career in the
premodern world.
At the fifth stage of life, Maturity (50-69 years), one might expect even more men to
join the episcopate or the cardinalate based on the likely correlation between longer life, greater
experience, and the colloquial expectation that ageing brought wisdom. This is reinforced by
Alberti’s The Book of the Family, as the patriarch Lorenzo states:
In the accumulation of years there is long experience of things, and the knowledge of many sorts of
conduct, of many ways, and of many human souls. The old have seen, heard, and thought through
innumerable practical solutions and excellent and noble answers to every condition of fortune18.

Yet, even as one’s experience grew and decades passed, one’s physical capacity might
begin to weaken. With advancing age came the possibility of senility and the retreat from
public office for laymen.19 In the clerical sphere a similar slackening of increased responsibility
B. da Siena, Le prediche volgari, ed. C. Cannarozzi (Florence, 1934-1940), 44; R. Trexler, “Ritual in Florence:
Adolescence and Salvation in the Renaissance”, in In Pursuit of Holiness in Late Medieval and Renaissance Religion:
Papers from the University of Michigan Conference, eds. C. Trinkhaus and H. A. Oberman (Leiden, 1974), 200-254.
15 L. B. Alberti, I libri della famiglia, eds. R. Romano and A. Tenenti (Turin, 1969, 1994), 79; M. Palmieri, Vita Civile,
ed. G. Belloni (Florence, 1982), 32.
16 A. Romanus, De regimine principum (Rome, 1607), L. I, pars 4, C. 1-4, pp. 188-203, as cited by Shahar, “Old Age
in the high and late Middle Ages”, 49.
17 Salonen and Hanska, Entering a Clerical Career, 10, 203; Decrees of the Ecumenical Council, Council of Trent, Session
21, “On reform” (16 July 1562), 2:729.
18 R. Neu Watkins, The Family in Renaissance Florence (Columbia, SC, 1969), Book 1, 39-40.
19 I. of Seville, “On the ages of human beings”, XI, ii.36.
14
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and first admission to elite offices is reflected in the entrance into the last stage of Old Age (70
years and beyond).
One could easily imagine a parallel between lay and clerical paths, both in characteristic
virtue and life stages. As a man passed from Adolescence to Youth and on to Maturity he
gained virtue and knowledge, thus earning respect from his elders and the expectation of
obedience from his juniors. In writing for the adolescent bishop of Bergamo, the future
cardinal Gasparo Contarini elided the work of the public office-holder and the bishop, urging
that “he should establish laws by whose obedience the citizens may attain […] civic happiness
[…] Let them be apt and suited for eagerly acquiring Christian virtues, by whose help they in
the end attain to supreme beatitude.”20 These virtues would be honed over years of work,
contributing to the community, and building up a man’s reputation for honesty, integrity and
skill. The collected wisdom described by Alberti’s patriarch parallels the expectation for
Contarini’s bishop.
Once again, in The Book of the Family, Alberti allows the patriarch Lorenzo to remind his
younger listeners that “the duty of the young is to love and obey the old, to respect age, and to
have toward all their elders the same attitude as toward their father, showing them all the
required submissiveness and reverence.”21 The correlation between youth and obedience and
old age and wisdom was enshrined in the expectation that men of 30 entering elite clerical
office would have a modicum of virtue and skill, but still be willing and able to learn from their
elders’ greater experience, much as the adolescent bishop appealed to thirty-four year old
Contarini. Yet the presence of an increasing number of underage cardinals from 1420 to 1605
argues for a flexible approach to the College. Even as critics decried the presence of underage
clergy and equated advancing age with wisdom and piety, it appears that contemporaries also
saw it as a training ground for young men with important familial connections, rather than
solely as a body of wise and elderly advisors to the pope.
Age and Elevation to the College of Cardinals, 1420-1605
Isidore of Seville’s model of life-stages might easily lead to a preference for gerontocratic
governors. However, as Figure 1 reveals, in Rome there was a greater spread of ages and the
opportunity for younger men to enter ecclesiastical governance.22 Figure 1 shows the spectrum
of ages present in new elevations to the College of Cardinals across the period of 1420 to 1605.
The total sample, which includes the age at elevation of all 583 cardinals who entered the
College, shows that there was a clear predisposition to elevate men who were considered by
society to be in the prime of intellectual capacity and professional reputation, and who
remained physically capable.23 Less than a quarter of all cardinals who joined the College in this
period fell outside the ideal age-range identified by Isidore of Seville as Youth and Maturity
G. Contarini, The Office of a Bishop, trans. and ed. J. P. Donnelly (Milwaukee, WI, 2002), 57.
Watkins, The Family in Renaissance Florence, Book 1, 39.
22 J. F. D’Amico, Renaissance Humanism in Papal Rome. Humanists and Churchmen on the Eve of the Reformation
(Baltimore, MD, 1983), 19-28, especially 20 note 79; P. Partner, The Pope’s Men: The Papal Civil Service in the
Renaissance (Oxford, 1990).
23 Megan Williams has discussed similar issues in relation to the occurrence of gout in early modern ambassadors;
M. K. Williams, “Immobile Ambassadors: Gout in Early Modern Diplomacy”, Sixteenth Century Journal, 47 (2016),
939-969 (945-946).
20
21
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(28-70), suggesting that there was a clear understanding of the correlation between age and
ability.24 Although lineage could offset inexperience only to a limited degree, experience could
not always compensate for the decline of faculties in Old Age.25
This figure divides the sample into four groups based on age, which are also roughly
compatible with the age groups identified by Isidore of Seville. The first group, numbering
18.18% and corresponding roughly to Isidore’s Adolescence (14 to 28 years), includes all
cardinals elevated before the canonical age of 30 years. The second group, numbering 38.76%
and corresponding roughly to Isidore’s period of Youth (28 to 49 years), includes all cardinals
elevated between the ages of 30 and 49 years. The third group, also numbering 38.76% and
corresponding roughly to Isidore’s period of Maturity (50 to 69 years), includes all cardinals
elevated between the ages of 50 and 69 years. The fourth and final group, numbering only
4.29% and corresponding to Isidore’s period of Old Age (70 to death), includes those cardinals
elevated at or beyond the age of 70 years.

Figure 1: Age of Elevation to the College of Cardinals for all New Cardinals, 1420-1605

As the figure shows, more than three-quarters of the cardinals elevated in this period
conformed to the Catholic Church’s age requirement and joined the College when they could
reasonably be expected to be intellectually and physically mature. Through the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries conciliar decrees, concordats, and electoral capitulations urged new
cardinals to be educated.26 The lower age limit of 30 years allowed ample time to complete a
doctoral degree in law or theology. Paul Grendler has indicated that most students at Italian
universities, which granted only doctorates and specialized in the study of law and medicine,
were between the ages of 18 and 25. This range was slightly older than the student populations
found in Spanish and Northern European universities.27 Thus, it was possible for underage
In comparison, R. Burr Litchfield has found that in Florence the customary period for holding public office
spanned 25 to 70 years of age; R. Burr Litchfield, The Emergence of a Bureaucracy: The Florentine Patricians, 1530-1790
(Princeton, NJ, 1986), 16; R. Burr Litchfield, “Office-Holding in Florence after the Republic”, in Renaissance
Studies in honor of Hans Baron, eds. A. Molho and J. A. Tedeschi (Dekalb, IL, 1971), 533-555.
25 Notably, Aegidius Romanus argued that middle-aged men, likely those in the age range of Youth and Maturity,
were most suited intellectually and physically for positions of active authority, rather than men in Old Age;
Shahar, “Old Age in the high and late Middle Ages”, 53.
26 In the case of the cardinals, traditionally the required education was a doctorate in law or theology; C. M.
Richardson, Reclaiming Rome: Cardinals in the Fifteenth Century (Leiden, 2009), 114.
27 Cardinals Rodrigo Borgia, Ercole Gonzaga, and Carlo and Federico Borromeo are good examples of underage,
but university-educated, cardinals. P. F. Grendler, The Universities of the Italian Renaissance (Baltimore, MD, 2002),
24
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cardinals to conform to the contemporary expectation for elite ecclesiastics to be educated.
However, it is clear that general exhortations to avoid nepotism fell on deaf ears and
the textual models repeated show little similarity to the institutional reality. Documents from
this period exhibit little variation in their conception of the cardinal’s identity or preparation.
Most of the concordats that Pope Martin V concluded with nations participating in the
Council of Constance emphasized the avoidance of elevating men whose brothers or uncles
were already cardinals to prevent factionalism.28 In 1436 the Council of Basel proclaimed that
all future cardinals should be deeply moral men with no physical impediments, and who are
relatives neither of the pope nor an existing cardinal.29 Pope Pius II’s unpromulgated reform
bull Pastor Aeternus (1460) did little to change expectations for the College of Cardinals.
[The pope] will promote none but worthy men to the purple. They must be born in lawful wedlock, at
least thirty years of age, Doctors of Theology or of Canon Law, of blameless life, and experienced in
business. […] Two brothers, a nephew and an uncle, or two members of the same mendicant order, are
not at the same time to belong to the Sacred College.30

The same pattern continues through the later fifteenth century, evident in the electoral
capitulation pacts that cardinals signed at conclave from 1458 to 1513.31 The pact of 1471,
which continued to allow only one cardinal to be a papal relative, no longer repeated the clause
about the brothers and nephews of current cardinals. 32 Whatever the motivation, these
capitulations and decrees indicate that ideal models remained relatively static, while
contemporary practice departed and early modern popes adopted a far more pragmatic
approach to establishing organizational authority within the College.
However, this pragmatism appeared within a minority of the elevations from 1420 to
1605, as Figure 1 shows. The concordats, conciliar decrees, and reforming documents do little
more than reveal the maintenance of a rhetorical framework that was set aside periodically, but
more frequently upheld. The fact that 81.81% of all new cardinals were above the canonical
age of 30 and 88.85% were not related to the pope that elevated them, argues strongly for this
model cardinal to be the functional norm. Rather than extrapolating the minority of underage
or kin cardinals as typical, historians should look deeper at the fact that early modern cardinals
were generally held to the higher standard published repeatedly over 185 years.
Papal Kin and Phases of Nepotism and Reform
To better examine the trends in elevating men to the College of Cardinals, the period under
examination has been divided into four phases that are consistent with how modern scholars
currently envision papal history. The first phase, from 1420 to 1470, is a period of rebuilding
and entrenchment after the papacy’s return to Rome, spanning the pontificates of Martin V
166-167, 171-172.
Thomson, Popes and Princes, 65.
29 D. Hay, “The Renaissance Cardinals: Church, State, Culture”, Synthesis, 3 (1976), 35-46 (37).
30 Translated in L. von Pastor, The History of the Popes from the Close of the Middle Ages (St. Louis, MO, 1923-1969),
3:399.
31 Pope Pius IV condemned electoral capitulation pacts in 1562.
32 Thomson, Popes and Princes, 67-8.
28
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Colonna to Paul II Barbo. Elizabeth McCahill has illustrated how the first pontificates of this
period strove to stabilize the Eternal City both politically and materially, so that Pope Nicholas
V and his successors could begin the long process of integrating humanist culture and
publicizing a rhetoric of “revival”.33 The second phase from 1471 to 1521 has been called a
period of grande nepotismo by Marco Pellegrini, in which both the numbers of kin cardinals and
the frequency of elevations to the College rose. The pontificates from Sixtus IV della Rovere
to Leo X de’ Medici comprise this period, during which Wolfgang Reinhard, Barbara McClung
Hallman, and Maria Antonietta Visceglia have identified and explored a period of Italianization
and familial-ization of ecclesiastical governance.34 The third phase from 1522 to 1565 was
characterized by the slow reaction of the papacy to Protestant criticism and the protracted
meetings of the Council of Trent, embracing the pontificates of Adrian VI Dedel to Pius IV
de’ Medici. Much like the papacy of Paul III, this was a transitional phase moving from the
period of grande nepotismo into a period of enthusiasm for implementing the Tridentine reforms
both in Rome and in European dioceses. Among others, Thomas Dandelet and Helge
Gamrath have shown how many of these popes maintained aspects of earlier “Renaissance
tastes and habits”, while encouraging the development of a narrative of ecclesiastical reform.35
The fourth phase, from 1566 to 1605, encompasses the period that is often characterized by
the work of Gabriele Paleotti and Carlo Borromeo as the opening of the Catholic
Reformation, showing an effort to refute the systemic abuses identified by fifteenth and
sixteenth-century critics.36 This last phase spans the pontificates of Pius V Ghislieri to Clement
VIII Aldobrandini and has been described as a period of piccolo nepotismo reflecting a reduced
scale of activity. As Wolfgang Reinhard and others have argued, in this period the College
shows a more general shift towards rewarding bureaucratic careers and petty nobility, rather
than maintaining a universal Senate.37
Table 1 shows the continued elevation of cardinals below the canonical age of thirty
across all four periods. This trend coincided with a continued period of growth for the College.
Chronologically, the first and second periods, comprised of fifty years each, might be expected
to show a greater number of underage cardinals, simply due to the fact that there was more
time for elevations than in the latter two periods. As Table 1 indicates, the third and fourth
E. McCahill, Reviving the Eternal City: Rome and the Papal Court, 1420-1447 (Cambridge, MA, 2013), 10-13.
M. A. Visceglia, “The Pope’s Household and Court in the Early Modern Age”, in Royal Courts in Dynastic States
and Empires: A Global Perspective, eds. J. Duindam, T. Artan, M. Kunt (Leiden, 2011), 239-264 (248); M. Pellegrini,
“A Turning Point in the History of the Factional System in the Sacred College: the Power of the Pope and the
Cardinals in the Age of Alexander VI”, in Court and Politics in Papal Rome, 1492-1700, eds. G. Signorotto and M. A.
Visceglia (Cambridge, 2002), 8-30; Pellegrini, Il Papato, 84-85, 111-113; C. L. Stinger, The Renaissance in Rome
(Bloomington, IN, 1985), 83-106; Partner, The Pope’s Men, 9-10, 44; B. McClung Hallman, Italian Cardinals, 5-9; W.
Reinhard, “Herkunft und Karriere der Päpste, 1417-1963. Beiträge zu einer historischen Soziologie der römische
Kurie”, Mededelingen van het Nederlands Instituut te Rome, 38 (1976), 87-108.
35 T. J. Dandelet, The Renaissance of Empire in Early Modern Europe (Cambridge, 2014), 65; H. Gamrath, Farnese:
Pomp, Power and Politics in Renaissance Italy (Rome, 2007), 47-48, 74, 197-198.
36 P. Prodi, Il Cardinale Gabriele Paleotti (Rome, 1959), 2 vols.; San Carlo Borromeo: Catholic Reform and Ecclesiastical
Politics in the Second Half of the Sixteenth Century, eds. J. M. Headley and J. Tomaro (Washington, DC, 1988).
37 Pellegrini, Il Papato, 86; W. Reinhard, “Struttura e significato del Sacro Collegio tra la fine del XV e la fine del
XVI secolo”, in Città italiane del ‘500 tra Riforma e Controriforma: atti del convegno internazionale di studi, Lucca, 13-15
ottobre 1983. (1988), 257-265 (258-260); A. V. Antonovics, “Counter-Reformation Cardinals: 1534-90”, European
Studies Review, 2 (1972), 301-327.
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periods each span approximately forty years. However, in the first and second periods there
were 11 and 36 underage cardinals elevated respectively. Although there were more frequent
elevations to the College in the second period than in the first period, this remains a dramatic
change.38 Through the third and fourth periods the rate of elevations continued to increase,
remaining at or usually below an elevation on average every 26.2 months, as opposed to one
elevation on average between 20 and 53 months (1420-1470) or between 13.2 and 47.5 months
(1471-1521). The possibility of elevating underage cardinals increased both due to the rise in
frequency of elevations and the continued expansion of the College in size. More frequent
elevations combined with larger numbers of cardinals elevated moved the College far beyond
the limit of 24 members that was repeated by conciliar decrees through the fifteenth century.39
Although both Popes Innocent VIII and Leo X reaffirmed this membership limit, by the
latter’s death in 1521, the College numbered 49 men. By the end of the third phase, and at the
death of Pope Pius IV in 1565, the College numbered 70 men. This growth prompted Sixtus V
to change the College’s upper limit from 24 to a more realistic 70 in 1587, which was observed
until the mid twentieth century.40

Table 1: Underage Cardinals Elevated to the College of Cardinals, 1420-1605

Considering the pope’s role in calling and reconvening the Council of Trent, one might
expect to see a reduction in the number of underage cardinals after 1521. Instead the number
of underage cardinals lowers only slightly, from 36 to 32 to 28 (decreasing by 11% and 12.5%
respectively), across the third and fourth phases. More striking is the division between
underage kin cardinals and underage cardinals elevated at the request of a monarch or a noble
family. From 1420 to 1470 relatives of the pope comprise the majority (72%) of the underage
cardinals elevated. However, between the first and second phases the relationship reverses with
underage kin cardinals continuing to make up between 8 and 12 of new entrants into the
College and non-kin cardinals ballooning in numbers. After 1470 this non-kin group provides
The number of elevations to the College of Cardinals across the four phases were 21 (1420-1470), 33 (14711521), 38 (1522-1564), and 29 (1565-1605).
39 J. F. Broderick, “The Sacred College of Cardinals: Size and Geographic Composition (1099-1986)”, Archivium
Historiae Pontificiae, 25 (1987), 7-71 (14-15, 35).
40 See the bull Postquam verus ille (3 December 1587): Bullarum diplomatum et privilegiorum Sanctorum Romanorum
Pontificum Taurinenses editio (Turin, 1857-1872), Vol. 8, LXXVI, 808-816.
38
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the majority of underage cardinals to the College, growing from 3 men to 24 to 23 and to 20
men (66.67% to 71.88% to 71.43%). Non-kin cardinals remain at a fairly steady level while the
kin cardinals decrease regularly from 1521 to 1605.
This change in the origin of underage cardinals suggests that the accusation leveled by
some historians against the continued greed of papal families might be too simplistic an
understanding of underage elevations.41 Rather than identifying a continued desire to saturate
the College of Cardinals with family members whose youth encouraged a view to longevity
within the institution and lifelong access to financial resources, offices, and authority, after
1521 the number of popes elected in each phase rises from 6 to 7, while the number of kin
cardinals drops. After a high point of 6 popes elevating 12 underaged kin cardinals from 1471
to 1521, the average rate drops to less than 2 cardinals elevated by each of 7 popes from 1522
to 1565 and again to 1605.
In contrast, the rate of elevation of underage non-kin cardinals rises from only half a
cardinal for each pope in the 1420 to 1470 period, to a high of 4 cardinals for each pope,
doubling the rate of kin cardinals for the period of 1471 to 1521. The rate of non-kin cardinals
continues to be high through the next two phases, at 3.28 per pope and 2.86 per pope
respectively. This shift in numbers supports a theory citing the origin of underage cardinals in
royal and noble courts. This is especially important considering that this period is often
characterized by increased papal interest in clerical reform. Rather than the impetus emerging
from new families whose election to the papacy signaled the opening of a period of heightened
access to wealth and powerful offices, the same strategy appears to have been adopted
enthusiastically by royal and noble families.
Instead of supporting the reduction of clerical abuses, in this situation royal and noble
families were complicit with continuing to elevate underage clergy to the detriment of the
College’s finances and the papacy’s reputation. After the advent of Luther in 1517, the sack of
Rome in 1527, and the Spanish occupation of Milan and Naples from the mid-sixteenth
century, the papacy felt extraordinary pressure to protect itself from exposure to a single
European prince and to balance the power held by all princes and shore up the position of
Italian noble houses as potential allies.42 This vulnerability resulted in the papacy becoming
more open to requests for elevations to the cardinalate, which contributed to the College’s
dramatic growth after 1527 and appeared to work against the pope’s articulated desire for
reform of the elite Roman Church.43 The commission of nine elite ecclesiastics, appointed by
Paul III in 1537 and led by Cardinal Gasparo Contarini, discussed the need for specific
reforms within the Catholic Church, mentioning adolescent clergy as the first abuse needing
correction.44
Peter Partner has called the extensive involvement of papal kin, and especially cardinal-nephews, in church
governance “parasitic”; Partner, The Pope’s Men, 44. For an expanded discussion see Pellegrini, Il Papato; Reinhard,
“Papal Power and Family Strategy”; Reinhard, “Nepotismus”.
42 For Pope Paul III’s efforts to manage relations with Holy Roman Emperor Charles V and Italian noble states,
see Gamrath, Farnese: Pomp, Power and Politics, 47-72; R. Zapperi, Tiziano, Paolo III e i suoi nepoti. Nepotismo e ritratto di
Stato (Turin, 1990), 42-48.
43 K. Gouwens, “Clement VII: Prince at War”, in The Papacy since 1500: from Universal Prince to Universal Pastor, eds.
J. Corkery and T. Worcester (Cambridge, 2010), 29-46 and also the collection The Pontificate of Clement VII: History,
Politics, Culture.
44 “The Consilium de Emendanda Ecclesia, 1537”, The Catholic Reformation: Savonarola to Ignatius Loyola, ed. J. C. Olin
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As Figure 2 indicates, political elevations were an acknowledged and continued part of
the expanding College across the period of 1420 to 1605. Cardinals elevated following
lobbying by Italian or European rulers accounted for 194 out of 579 men (33.5%) admitted to
the College. Some rulers, including the Italian states of Milan, Ferrara, and Mantua, lobbied for
many years before the pope accepted a chosen candidate. The rulers of these states regularly
proposed new cardinals and bishops for their local dioceses, partly because the Church played
such an important part in lending secular rulers legitimacy and partly because the cardinalate
provided access to authority and wealth that otherwise was inaccessible. The near proximity of
Rome and the increasingly close relationship between the papacy and Italian states through the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries encouraged many Italian ruling families to expect a seat in the
College of Cardinals as though it was a fully representative assembly. As D. S. Chambers and
Paul Dover have shown, princely cardinals could act as de facto ambassadors for their states,
projecting messages of power and munificence, but with greater access to the pope, knowledge
of secret consistory discussions, and free provision of papal letters.45

Figure 2: Political Elevations as a subset of All Cardinals Elevated, 1420-1605

The Sforza dukes of Milan spent much of the fifteenth century organizing support in
Rome for the elevation of their representatives, both ducal relatives and clients, to the College
of Cardinals. From the 1450s Milanese ambassadors kept the duke apprised of their slow
progress towards acquiring a raft of red hats and benefices that would ensure the Sforza
family’s participation in elite ecclesiastical politics, access to Church wealth, and place a trusted
man closer to the ear of the pope.46 Initially the candidates promoted by the dukes were longtime clients whose loyalty was assured and who already held episcopal office, like Giovanni
Castiglione, bishop of Coutances, Giovanni Arcimboldo, the bishop of Novara, and Stefano
(New York, 1992), 188.
D. S. Chambers, “The Housing Problems of Cardinal Francesco Gonzaga”, Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld
Institutes, 39 (1976), 21-58 (26, 38, 41); P. Dover, “‘Saper la mente della soa Beatitudine’: Pope Paul II and the
Ambassadorial Community in Rome (1464-71)”, Renaissance and Reformation/Renaissance et Réforme, 31 (2008), 3-34
(17).
46 The Archivio Sforzesco Ducale, Potenze Estere, Roma, in the Archivio di Stato in Milan (hereafter ASMi, AS
Ducale, PE Roma) includes correspondence between the duke and his ambassadors in Rome through the
fifteenth century. Much of their discussions revolve around providing ducal candidates to open benefices,
especially bishoprics, marshaling support within the College of Cardinals, and encouraging the pope to elevate a
Milanese candidate to the cardinalate.
45
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Nardini, archbishop of Milan. 47 These men offered decades of diplomatic experience,
knowledge of the workings of the episcopacy and cardinalate, and the opportunity to please an
Italian prince without embracing a man devoid of skill. Compared to the long and difficult
campaign to place Duke Ludovico Sforza’s brother Ascanio Maria in the College, these
candidates were relative insiders. Although Ascanio was twenty-nine when he entered the
cardinalate in 1484, the duke of Milan had been lobbying for his elevation since 1471 when the
adolescent gave an oration at the papal court in celebration of Sixtus IV’s election.48 The duke
continued to urge his ambassadors to petition the pope, enduring frequent disappointment
until 1484, when he threatened to abandon the league against Venice if Ascanio did not receive
the cardinal’s hat.49
A similar situation benefitted the Italian state of Mantua. A few decades later the
marchioness, Isabella d’Este, launched a campaign to acquire a cardinal’s hat for her adolescent
son Ercole Gonzaga. She petitioned Pope Clement VII from 1523, first through the Mantuan
agent Baldassare Castiglione and then in person at the papal court.50 Her residence in Rome for
more than two years from March 1525 to May 1527 allowed her to take advantage of the
political and financial crises precipitated by the Imperial sack of Rome.51 On 5 May 1527, from
his forced residence in Castel Sant’Angelo, the pope dispatched a red biretta to Ercole,
following his mother’s promise of a substantial cash donation.52 Mantua was no stranger to
prolonged campaigns lobbying for candidates to the cardinalate. Castiglione had participated in
the long process of securing a place in the College for Isabella’s brother-in-law Sigismondo
Gonzaga, which had lasted from 1494 to 1505.53 Mantuan agents had also campaigned on
behalf of Ludovico Gonzaga, brother of both Marquis Federico I, Isabella’s father-in-law, and
Cardinal Francesco (†1483). Ludovico was proposed at the same as Ascanio Sforza in March
ASMi, AS Ducale, PE Roma, cart. 44, letters from October to December 1456 for the elevation of Giovanni
Castiglione and cart. 72, letters from February to May 1473 for the elevation of Giovanni Arcimboldo and
Stefano Nardini.
48 In 1471 Ascanio Maria’s oldest brother Galeazzo Maria (†1476) was duke. Ludovico became duke in 1494, but
had served as regent and de facto ruler of Milan since 1476, when seven-year old Gian Galeazzo Sforza, Galeazzo
Maria’s son, had come to the throne. Throughout this period, Ascanio Maria’s elevation had been a priority of
Milanese ambassadors to Rome.
49 ASMi, AS Ducale, PE Roma, cart. 68: letters of September to October 1471, cart. 82: letters of November
1476, cart. 87: letters of January 1480, cart. 95: letters of March 1484. See also M. Pellegrini, Ascanio Maria Sforza:
la parabola politica di un cardinale-principe del rinascimento (Rome, 2002), 1:35-38, 87-107.
50 In fact, Castiglione had first lobbied Leo X on Ercole’s behalf. From July to September 1520 he was in Rome
acting on the marquise’s behalf. In a letter from the end of that period Castiglione wrote encouragingly that on
the death of the current Cardinal of Mantua (Sigismondo Gonzaga), Ercole was sure to receive a promotion, not
only to the bishopric of Mantua, but to the cardinalate as well. B. Castiglione, Le Lettere, ed. G. La Rocca (Milan,
1978), 1:595, Letter from Baldassare Castiglione to Federico Gonzaga (12/13 September 1520).
51 A. Luzio, Isabella d’Este e il sacco di Roma (Milan, 1908), 7-8, 10, 17; P. V. Murphy, Ruling Peacefully: Cardinal Ercole
Gonzaga and Patrician Reform in Sixteenth-Century Italy (Washington, DC, 2007), 14-16.
52 Pastor cites similar letters from November 1523 to February 1524 identifying Castiglione as the agent
responsible for Mantua’s campaign to provide Ercole with a cardinal’s hat; L. von Pastor, History of the Popes (St.
Louis, MO, 1923-1969), 9:384-385; Luzio, Isabella d’Este e il sacco di Roma, 77.
53 I. Lazzarini, “La nomination d’un cardinal de famille entre l’Empire et la Papauté. Les pratiques de negotiation
de Bartolomeo Bonatti, orateur de Ludovico Gonzaga (Rome, 1460-1461)”, in Paroles de négociateurs: L’entretien dans
la pratique diplomatique de la fin du Moyen Age à la fin du XIXe siècle, eds. S. Andretta, S. Péquignot, M.-K. Schaub, et
al. (Rome, 2010), 51-69.
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1484, but despite the support of the vice-chancellor Cardinal Giuliano della Rovere he was
never promoted, remaining the bishop of Mantua until his death in 1511.54 Notably, in 1484
Ludovico was a twenty-four year old who had just resigned his office as protonotary to take up
the episcopal see from his deceased brother. By 1494 Ludovico’s candidacy was replaced by his
twenty-five year old nephew’s, Sigismondo, whose promotion was the assignment of agent
Giorgio Brognoli.55 Based on these examples Mantua shows a clear preference for supporting
underage candidates, rather than older and likely more experienced clerics like Ludovico.

Table 2: Comparison of Underage Kin Cardinals and Underage Political Elevations Nominated by Secular Rulers
to the College of Cardinals, 1420-1605

As Table 2 indicates, in the early phase from 1420 to 1470, comprising 23 cardinals
from states across Europe as well as the Italian peninsula, 3 out of these 23 cardinals were
elevated before the canonical age of 30.56 In the next phase from 1471 to 1521, 16 out of 60
political elevations were underage.57 In the third phase from 1522 to 1565, 13 out of 65
political elevations were underage.58 In the fourth phase from 1566 to 1605, 12 out of 45
political elevations were underage.59 Thus, it is clear that underage cardinals nominated by
secular rulers outnumber underage kin cardinals in three out of the four periods under study.
From 1471 to 1605 underage political elevations account for 24.12% of the cardinals
nominated by secular rulers, and 8.26% of all cardinals nominated in those periods. Although,
Pellegrini, Ascanio Maria Sforza, 1:103, 2:583.
See the letters from Giorgio Brognoli to Marquis Francesco II Gonzaga from 1494: Mantua, Archivio di Stato,
Archivio Gonzaga (hereafter ASMn, AG), Roma, busta 850 and the letters preceding this envoyage from
Giorgio’s brother Florimonte, the resident ambassador in Rome, who kept up discussion of Sigismondo’s
candidacy through 1492-3: ASMn, AG, busta 849. See also, I. Lazzarini, Communication and Conflict: Italian Diplomacy
in the Early Renaissance 1350-1520 (Oxford, 2015), 224-225.
56 Jean Le Jeune of France, Jaime de Portugal and Francesco Gonzaga of Mantua.
57 7 out 16 underage cardinals came from Italian states between 1471 and 1521.
58 8 out 16 underage cardinals came from Italian states between 1522 and 1565.
59 2 out 12 underage cardinals came from Italian states between 1522 and 1565.
54
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like underage kin cardinals, the number of underage political elevations drops following 1521,
the latter group remains more than a third larger than the former group until 1605. Thus, the
presence of underage cardinals in the College through the period considered to initiate reform
of the elite Church did not derive from the popes’ own strategies to entrench their relatives but
from the continuation of these strategies by secular rulers.
Of the 70 underage cardinals nominated by secular rulers that joined the College
between 1420 and 1605, France was by far the most successful in achieving elevations,
providing more than 20% of the cardinals. Notably, the underage candidates nominated by the
king of France derived from elite noble families like the Guise, Bourbon, and d’Amboise.60
Although these families pledged to support the king, and placed their sons, both lay and
clerical, in his service, their strategies for social advancement mirror those deployed by Italian
elites.61 Through the diplomatic crises of the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries, some
underage French and Spanish cardinals gained their red hats as papal concessions offered at
summit meetings. One example of this is Odet de Coligny who joined the College at Marseilles
in 1533.62 Most of the young men elevated at the French king’s request before the canonical
age of 30 could expect to serve for more than twenty years in the College. Such prolonged
access to the pope and ecclesiastical offices made it easier for the French king to maintain a
diplomatic presence in Rome and urge the candidacies of other French clergy to the
cardinalate. These advantages appear to have outweighed any concern for institutional abuse.
Beyond France, Italian noble families as a group provided half of the underage political
elevations. Mantua followed France acquiring 5 out of 8 of its cardinals before the men
reached the age of 30. 63 This breakdown of cardinals’ origins affirms the suggestion that
encouragement for elevating men before they reached the canonical age lay outside papal
families and continued through periods in which underage clergy became a standard criticism
leveled at the pope.

Figure 3: Underage Non-Kin Cardinals Elevated 1420-1605
For example Louis d’Amboise, François de Clermont, Louis de Bourbon, Jean de Guise de Lorraine, Charles I
de Guise de Lorraine, Charles II de Bourbon, Louis I de Guise de Lorraine, Louis II de Guise de Lorraine,
Charles II de Guise de Lorraine, Charles III de Bourbon, and Charles III de Guise de Lorraine.
61 S. Carroll, Martyrs and Murders: The Guise Family and the Making of Europe (Oxford, 2009).
62 R. J. Knecht, Francis I (Cambridge, 1982), 229-30.
63 Underage Mantuan cardinals include Francesco Gonzaga (1461-†1483), Ercole Gonzaga (1527-†1563), Pirro
Gonzaga (1527-†1529), Francesco Gonzaga (1561-†1566), and Federico Gonzaga (1563-†1565).
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The geographic origin of these underage cardinals reveals quite a bit about the
diplomatic pressure exerted on the papacy through this period. Italian noble states contributed
an increasing number of cardinals to the College, as might be expected following the return of
the papacy to Rome from displacement in Avignon and elsewhere. Through the same period
several Italian noble states complemented their martial character with an investment in literary,
architectural, and visual arts, as their condottiere leaders cultivated identities as patrons of artistic
and musical culture.64 This transformation served to elevate and protect small states as places
of interest to European princes visiting the peninsula for martial purposes during the Italian
Wars (1494-1559). Placing a brother or son in the College of Cardinals could aid in the state’s
transformation from a rough and militaristic backwater to a center of patronage and
diplomacy. Mantua and Ferrara are good examples of this transformation and show continued
effort to ensure representation within the College of Cardinals. Through 1420 to 1605 their
efforts were rewarded with a presence in the College of Cardinals in 99 and 81 out of 185 years
for Mantua and Ferrara respectively.65 Notably, the Gonzaga and Este cardinals were more
likely to be elevated before the canonical age than papal kin cardinals. 5 out of 8 Gonzaga
cardinals and 2 out of 4 Este cardinals entered the cardinalate before the age of 30. In a similar
fashion all 4 of the Farnese cardinals and 4 out of 5 of the Medici cardinals were well underage
at the time of their elevation.66
This pattern argues for noble Italian families to be considered as a significant source of
pressure on the papacy to admit cardinals before the canonical age in order to achieve the
maximum period of representation and protection for their states. As Mary Hollingsworth and
Clare Robertson have argued, having a cardinal in the family allowed Italian noble families to
project identities of political authority, cultural achievement, and patronal magnificence to
other states, and to cultivate rivalries with those states in fields other than warfare.67 Long-lived
cardinals like Ercole Gonzaga, Ippolito II d’Este, Giulio della Rovere, and Alessandro Farnese
juniore could maintain their family’s position from youth to old age with networks and
reputations crafted over decades. Often these networks outlived the princes and popes who
facilitated their creation.
As this study has shown, the presence of underage cardinals in the College continued
L. Lockwood, Music in Renaissance Ferrara 1400-1505: The Creation of a Musical Center in the Fifteenth Century
(Oxford, 1994); T. Tuohy, Herculean Ferrara: Ercole d’Este (1471-1505) and the Invention of a Ducal Capital (Cambridge,
1996); S. A. Hickson, Women, Art and Architectural Patronage in Renaissance Mantua (Farnham, 2012); G. Rebecchini,
Private Collectors in Mantua, 1500-1630 (Rome, 2002); I. Fenlon, Music and Patronage in Sixteenth-Century Mantua
(Cambridge, 1980).
65 Underage Ferrarese cardinals from the ducal family include Ippolito d’Este (1493-†1520), Luigi d’Este (1561†1586), and Alessandro d’Este (1599-†1624).
66 Alessandro Farnese (1493-1534), Alessandro Farnese juniore (1534-†1589), Ranuccio Farnese (1545-†1565),
Odoardo Farnese (1591-†1626). Giovanni de’ Medici (1489-1513), Ippolito de’ Medici (1529-†1535), Giovanni de’
Medici juniore (1560-†1562), Ferdinando de’ Medici (1563-1588). Please note that in these calculations collateral
branches of the family or branches bearing the names of other houses have been excluded, like the Sforza di
Santafiore, the Rossi, and the Salviati, even though their members functioned as, and were considered to be, kin
cardinals.
67 M. Hollingsworth, The Cardinal’s Hat: Money, Ambition, and Everyday Life in the Court of a Borgia Prince (Woodstock,
NY, 2004); C. Robertson, ‘Il Gran Cardinale’: Alessandro Farnese Patron of the Arts (New Haven, CT and London,
1992).
64
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throughout the early modern period. Rather than being the product of papal relatives zealous
to assert their social standing and maintain access to ecclesiastical wealth after the pope’s
death, the sponsors of these cardinals and the motivation appear more complex. A deeper
examination of the identities of cardinals elevated to the College before the canonical age of
thirty indicates that while there continued to be underage papal kin cardinals, after 1470 this
group was outnumbered by underage cardinals with no kinship ties to the pope. Nominations
of many of these men originated in European and Italian states, and due to their youth and
membership in noble families, it is appropriate to consider them to be political elevations.
Although many of these underage cardinals had some university education, their role was to
act as a conduit for information, authority, and resources while advancing their home state and
family’s agenda at the papal court. Traditionally, historians have considered this strategy of
establishing underage cardinals to be the possession of papal families, but it is now clear that
after 1470 noble families from across Europe and the Italian peninsula adopted and sustained
it to great effect. The peninsular instability effected by the Italian Wars and the rivalry between
France and Spain only exacerbated Rome’s weakness and heightened the campaigns for more
cardinal elevations. Within such an environment royal, noble, and papal families alike strove to
acquire stability and legitimacy by joining the College of Cardinals.
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